
 

CASA	  Science	  Priorities	  Punch-‐list	  
(Cycle	  4.1	  planning)	  

v1.0 2012-09-25 STM First draft for 4.1 based on 4.0 (3.5) document 
v1.1 2012-09-28 STM Start putting in 4.1 entries. 
v1.1 2012-10-02 STM Updated 4.0 status to 4.1 entries. Added new EVLA 4.1 targets. 
v1.2 2012-10-09 CLB Updated a few status entries. Added new ALMA 4.1 targets. 
v1.3 2012-10-09 STM Final edits including EVLA pipeline etc. 
v1.3 2012-10-10 CLB Final edits. 
v1.4 2012-10-10 CSSC post-discussion 
v1.5 2012-10-16 STM,CLB add 2 new items that were missed 
 
This is a list of key developments from an ALMA/EVLA science perspective, with descriptive 
text and a "Mitigation" for what will have to happen in the absence of the particular capability. 
We provide a (high/med/low) qualifier for the Severity/Exposure.  The “Severity” of an issue 
indicates how bad the problem is or the lack of a feasible workaround.  The “Exposure” 
designates how often or how many users are expected to encounter this issue or benefit from 
the feature.  The prioritization by EVLA and ALMA  (crit/high/med/low) is based on the 
Severity, Exposure, and other factors (such as promises made or the need to get certain things 
done early on).  We expect to get all of crit, and most of high priority items in the next release 
or as soon as is possible (though delays will cause mitigation to kick in).  It would be desirable 
to get at least 33% of remaining (med) targets.   
 
This only hits the high nails, and is not a replacement for the exhaustive developer spreadsheet. 
 
<3.4> These note status as of the date of 3.4 closeout document (in / out / partial) 
<4.0-RX.Y.Z> Priority and index for 4.0 (this will be:  none / low / med / high / crit  = 
4,3,2,1,0) 
<4.1> Priorities for 4.1 development> 
 
 

1.0 Development	  Themes	  
 
These themes are included for general guidance on our overall priorities for the two projects. 
 
EVLA Themes 
 
This cycle, the EVLA identifies four critical areas for 4.1 development: 
 



• Wideband capability – need all key options for calibration, and cube and continuum 
imaging to work together (e.g. clean refactoring), including 3-bit correlation. 

• Imaging speed – big line cubes and deep continuum imaging require excessive run-
times unless the HPC versions can work for all key modes, or we make available 
provisions for local speedups (e.g. pre-gridding in clean). 

• A-priori Calibration – must get SysPower correction (including requantizer gains) 
working smoothly, and better use of opacity and gaincurves. 

• Pipeline support – in particular the data quality assurance. 
 
 ALMA Themes 
 
This cycle, ALMA identifies five critical areas for 4.1 development: 
 

• Spectral Imaging – need all key options for calibration and imaging of large 
spectral-line cubes, including addressing speed and efficiency issues (e.g. through 
HPC) 

• Mosaic Imaging and Calibration – this includes combination of ACA and Zero 
spacing data and mosaics with nterms>1. 

• Linear Polarization – Polarization calibration and imaging for linear feeds to at least 
1st order are in the  Cycle 4.0 release.  Testing will be ongoing throughout the cycle 
and any necessary tweaks are needed by 4.1. 

• Data Quality Assurance – must get Tsys correction working smoothly and robustly, 
with better use of atmospheric modeling, and must have tools to evaluate quality of 
calibration results. 

• Visualization – basic interactive image analysis is priority, particularly for spectral 
lines 

1.0	  Calibration	  
 
1.1 Calibration and Calibration Table Refactoring 
 
   Improvements to calibration tasks and table structure to enable: 
    

• 1.1.1 handling of weights internally in solves and propagated through correctly (e.g. 
after syspower/tsys calibration) incl. export/split. Need full correct weight propagation. 
ALMA spectral weighting  needs particular attention (also see 1.1.8). 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/high ALMA=high/high 
 
<3.4> No progress on this 
<4.0-R1.3.2> (EVLA=high, ALMA=high)  partly done, still needs weight 
spectrum. 
<4.1> (EVLA=high, ALMA=crit) This needs to be done consistently and 
correctly, particularly for pipeline use. 
 



• 1.1.2 better logger reporting of failures (verbose=True), impacts ability to diagnose 
issues. In particular essential that failed antenna reporting is possible. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/high ALMA=high/high 
 
<3.4> Scheduled for after freeze if at all this cycle 
<4.0-R1.3.3> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) Needs ongoing work across 
package 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) Still needs ongoing work across package 

 
• 1.1.3 non-creation and non-use of scratch columns  

Sev/Exp: EVLA=low/low ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> MODEL_DATA now (mostly) optional, still need 
CORRECTED_DATA in some tasks 
<4.0-R1.3.5> (EVLA=high, ALMA=high)  Scratchless model column done. 
Removal of need for Corrected column in applycal /plotmsTBD 
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Scratchless Corrected column still needed 
but must be able to plot on-the-fly calibrated data in plotms when this is 
deployed. 

 
• 1.1.4 on-the-fly Hanning smoothing (e.g. before solve, apply, after apply)  

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R1.3.6> (EVLA=high, ALMA=med) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Important for RFI mitigation and 
useability (e.g. without need for extra data copies). Deal with workaround 
for now. 

 
• 1.1.5 on-the-fly calibration solution weighting options (e.g. wt^2, wt^4, wt^0.5, 

wt^0.25) where wt (possibly) includes the model amplitude (e.g. to downweight high 
amplitude baselines in presence of extended but poorly constrained emission)  

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=low/med 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R1.3.7> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=low) Useful for data with extreme range of data 
and model weights (partial workaround available using Python or uvrange). 
Should implement what is available in AIPS WEIGHTIT. 

 
• 1.1.6 extended combine options in solvers: observation id 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=low/med ALMA=med/high 
 

<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R1.3.8> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Not done. 



<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=high) This is needed especially for self-
calibration, where we want to be able to do combine scan without combine 
obsid. Zeroth order just disable crossing obsid in all cases (e.g. combine 
scan). 

 
  
 

• 1.1.7 make it possible to salvage data when one polarization is flagged 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R1.3.9> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Not done. 
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Currently it is not infrequent that one 
polarization has to be flagged for a period of time for ALMA data. 

 
• 1.1.8 create weightmanager task similar to flagmanager 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<4.0> Not in 4.0 planning. 
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Such a task would make managing and 
understanding the data weights much more simple and allow them to be 
reset to intermediate values if desired. This could be considered part of 1.1.1 

 
• 1.1.9 need to solve for “group” delays across spw (for a given baseband). This is a step 

between current per-spw K solutions in gaincal and full global fringe fitting. Will be 
important for ALMA in extended configurations. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=high/med 
 
<4.0-> Not in 4.0 planning. 
<4.1> (EVLA=high, ALMA=high) Needed to get delays when there are 
narrow spw but many per baseband. 

 
   Mitigation: try to get by with current scheme.     
 
Notes:  
 
Handling of weights now requires carrying all tables along (during solve) and/or splitting with 
averaging (which purports to do the copy from WEIGHT to SIGMA). 
 
Currently the solvers like gaincal and bandpass only tell you total number of failed solutions, 
but failure forensics require more info like number failures on a per-ant basis, maybe per spw. 
 
Obs_id (observation) is the selector of choice for ALMA SBs/EBs when concatenated into 
same MS, as well as subarrays for EVLA probably, so needs selection and combine options to 
use this. 
 



Scratch column bloat and time sink is very bad for large datasets and thus will get worse with 
time. 
 
The current Hanning smoothing implementation is clunky to incorporate into calibration 
procedure. 
 
1.2 Improved Plotting and Editing of caltables 
 
   Assumes full use of plotms replacing plotcal. Includes handling of Syspower corrections for 
EVLA and Tsys/wvr for ALMA (for plotting and editing).  
 

• 1.2.1 Plotms must be able to plot calibration tables (e.g. the corrections to amp and 
phase implied by these tables. For bandpasses, there must be Improved speed over 
plotcal. For ALMA FDM data plotting of bandpass and Tsys using plotcal are 
excruciating. This should include the corrections for all types of tables including those 
from gencal (gc, opac, antpos, etc.). 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/high ALMA=high/high 
 
<3.4> No progress. Use Todd Hunter' analysisUtil for bandpasses 
<4.0-R1.4.1> (EVLA=high, ALMA=high) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=high, ALMA=high) Must be done very soon. Plotms speed 
should be sufficient, don’t expect speed problem. As stopgap must get 
plotbandpass into CASA which requires value-mapping. 
 
 

• 1.2.2 Plot multiple cal tables on top of each other (i.e. channel and BPOLY bandpass). 
Like overlay but from different sources.  

Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/high ALMA=high/high 
 
<3.4> No overplotting etc. in Plotms yet, can use Todd’s plotter 
<4.0-R1.4.2> (EVLA=high, ALMA=high) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=high, ALMA=high) Need multi-plot soon 

 
• 1.2.3 Plot cal table on top of data. Like overlay but from different sources.  

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high  
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R1.4.3> (EVLA=low, ALMA=low) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=low, ALMA=med) Get more basic things working first but 
this is an often requested feature. 

 
• 1.2.4 flagdata/flagcmd analog for caltables (i.e. need a reproducible way to flag 

calibration tables for scripting purposes)  
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high   
 
<3.4> Not yet 



<4.0-R1.4.4> (EVLA=high, ALMA=high) partially available only in toolkit 
<4.1> (EVLA=high, ALMA=high) Needs task-level implementation. 
Important for pipelines and scripting 
 

 
• 1.2.5 mechanism for cross-application of data flags to caltables (e.g. online flags to 

syspower) and visa-versa (caltable flags to data) 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=low/low   
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R1.4.5> (EVLA=high, ALMA=low) Partially supported in toolkit, 
needs to be at task level, and not extensively tested as of yet. 
<4.1> (EVLA=high, ALMA=low) Need full task-level support. Critical for 
Tsys (1.3.1) and SysPower (1.4.2) use, could be useful for WVR as long as its 
done offline. Also need to be able to specify whether the caltable/data flag 
applies to the data/caltable, or if flagged region should be interpolated 
across. i.e. generate flags that can (or not) be applied to the data. 
 

 
• 1.2.6 multi-panel per plot (e.g amp and phase, like POSSM in AIPS) with single pass 

through data 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high   
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R1.4.6> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Nice cosmetically, should be part of multi-
panel 
 

 
• 1.2.7 option to plot data/model as well as data-model  

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high   
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R1.4.7> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Useful for some diagnostics 
 

 
• 1.2.8 vis-model normalization (visnorm) in gain,bandpass (seems to be missing now)  

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high   
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning (used to be in package)  
<4.0-R1.4.8> (EVLA=low,ALMA=low) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=low,ALMA=low) Useful in some cases, should restore this 
utility. Will likely be important for high bands in EVLA and ALMA. 
 



• 1.2.9 Create shortcut calibration table plotting tasks as wrapper for plotms that produce 
typical amp vs time; phase vs time; amp vs freq; phase vs freq; Tsys/Syspower vs time.  

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high   
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning  
<4.0-R1.4.9> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Not done, awaiting plotms 
improvements. 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Need to simplify path to most standard 
actions. Addition of caltables to plotms may cause it to become 
unwieldy/complicated to set up even simple plots 
 

• 1.2.10 Plot correlation product of WVR solutions. The WVR solutions on an antenna 
basis are very large, it is the WVR correction as a function of baseline length that is 
important to evaluate. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=none/none ALMA=med/med 
   
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning  
<4.0-R1.4.10> Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=none,ALMA=med) Todd has work around in analysis utils. 

    
Mitigation: Getting by with current plotcal can barely handle EVLA modes with modest 
numbers of channels, and is extremely painful for ALMA data. Could cobble together some 
Python to extract cal data from tables and write a new bplotter or something, but it would hard 
to make this user friendly given the high exposure.  It would be very difficult to use this to edit 
caltables sensibly. 
 
 
1.3 ALMA Tsys Correction Handling 
 
   Create ALMA Tsys calibration table (the gencal caltype='almatsys'). The non-interactive 
parts of this implementation not including plotting and interactive editing.  Includes: 
 

• 1.3.1 basic non-interactive editing (e.g. outliers), needed for scripts, pipelines 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=none/none ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R1.5.2> (EVLA=none, ALMA=high) Might be partially supported for 
clipping, but not extensively tested 
<4.1> (EVLA=none, ALMA=high) similar to 1.4.2. Need to be able to 
specify whether the table flag applies to the data, or if flagged region should 
be interpolated across. i.e. generate flags that can (or not) be applied to the 
data. See also 1.2.4 and 1.2.5 for the mechanics. This item is for the 
heuristics and functionality to make this useable. Likely to be consigned to 
pipeline. 
 



• 1.3.2 Ability to substitute Tsys from one antenna, source, and/or spw for another. 
Valuable for cases where detector flawed or tsys calibration missing but cross-
correlation data good. Substitution from a different source requires matching in time and 
elevation proximity. Scaling based on weather and frequency also needed. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R1.5.3> (EVLA=none ALMA=high) Only python workarounds for 
now for some of this 
<4.1> (EVLA=none, ALMA=high) Need task-level implementation. Will 
eventually be part of the new CalLibrary for plotting and application. Also 
need a task that creates a new caltable (e.g. using whats in AnalysisUtils 
now). 

 
 
   Mitigation: There is a stopgap function in AnalysisUtils, but this is such a basic key function 
for ALMA data that is required so we can ship ASDMs. 
 
 
1.4 EVLA Syspower Correction Handling 
 
   The non-interactive parts of this implementation not including plotting and interactive editing.  
Includes: 
 

• 1.4.1 putting into final Jy scale 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/med ALMA=none/none 
 
<3.4> gencal evalgain puts into K. Jy factors n.y.a 
<4.0-R1.6.2> (EVLA=high, ALMA=none) Awaiting new gain curves 
<4.1> (EVLA=high, ALMA=none) Need scaling to Jy (at least approximate) 
 

• 1.4.2 basic non-interactive editing (e.g. outliers)  
Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/med ALMA=none/none 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R1.6.3> (EVLA=high, ALMA=none) Might be partially supported for 
clipping, but not extensively tested 
<4.1> (EVLA=high, ALMA=none) Mainly for pipeline and script use 

 
• 1.4.3 smoothing and interpolation of sys caltables (new table, and on apply). Important 

for pipeline and scripting use. Includes ability to substitute values from one antenna, 
source, and/or spw for another (with source substitution based on time and elevation 
proximity). 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/med ALMA=none/none 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 



<4.0-R1.6.4> (EVLA=high, ALMA=none) only smoothcal and accum now 
<4.1> (EVLA=high, ALMA=none) Needs options to control boundary crossing 
(scans, fields, etc.) 

 
• 1.4.4 association of cal entries with scan/field etc. (in table, or during apply) 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/med ALMA=none/none 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R1.6.5> (EVLA=high, ALMA=none) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=high, ALMA=none) Make the syspower table fully populated 
with associations. Mainly for pipeline and script use. Basically the same thing 
that ALMA needed for Tsys. Currently the gencal table has only time values. 
 

• 1.4.5 apply requantizer gains in independent of syspower 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/med ALMA=none/none 
 
<4.0> Not in planning 
<4.1> (EVLA=crit, ALMA=none) Required for 3-bit calibration. 

 
Note: needs some feedback from AIPS implementation to get this right. 

 
Mitigation: If you can interactively plot/edit (#2 above) then you could manually scale data via 
Python if desired.  If not, then the basic filtering could be critical to using syspower particularly 
in pipelines. 
 
1.5 Source Bandpass/Fluxscale Improvements: 
 
   For bandpass calibrators that are not flux calibrators, need a mechanism to compensate for 
low-order spectral terms (spectral index, curvature) from a flux calibrator observation. This 
seems to be limiting EVLA calibration at K-band and above in some cases.  
 

• 1.5.1 interpolation of per-spw to per-chan amplitude solutions via fluxscale results 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/med ALMA=high/high 
 
<3.4> The only improvement for fluxscale anticipated is the  option to 
output the results to a text file.  Todd Hunter has a analysisUtils 
(au.linfit.spectralIndex) function to fit spectral index to the output for use in 
setjy. 
<4.0-R1.7.1> (EVLA=high, ALMA=high) This now returns a fit. Mostly 
there, needs some robustness checks and more seamless integration to setjy. 
<4.1> (EVLA=high, ALMA=high) This seems like the a reasonable 
approach, need to have option to directly port values to setjy somehow. 
Need to control the robustness of the alpha solution, i.e. ignore crazy 
spectral index values when auto setjy turned on. At very least needs 
accurate meaningful uncertainties e.g. on spectral index and an ability to 
control threshold for calling this a “good” solution.  Will require 



development of heursistics before throwing to developer. Note – put a 
description in the help fluxscale of what is actually done. 
 

• 1.5.2 direct solution within spw via bandpass combine='antenna' and low-order BPOLY 
(possibly with expansions in ln(ν) for rather than ν).  

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Not available 
<4.0-R1.7.2> (EVLA=med, ALMA=low) We are favoring the 3.4-R1.7.5 
approach, but this approach might be worthy of investigation and could be 
better in some ways. We propose we drop this for 4.1 and beyond. 
 

• 1.5.3 ability to extract source flux info from fluxscale via return value and outputfile, 
and input into calibration (e.g. as source model via setjy) 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/high ALMA=high/high 
 
<3.4> outputfile will be available; need return record (or output directly 
useable by setjy) 
<4.0-R1.7.3> (EVLA=high, ALMA=high) both return dictionary and listfile 
done in 4.0 
<4.1> Assume done in 4.0 (needs testing) 
 

• 1.5.4 selection by antenna (timerange,scan) for fluxscale solution. Needed to get more 
robust solutions. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/med ALMA=high/high 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R1.7.4> (EVLA=high, ALMA=high) Not done in 4.0. 
<4.1> (EVLA=high, ALMA=high) Workaround is to input pre-selected 
gaintable into new incremental v4.0 fluxscale. However this is clunky (need 
to run everything twice) and at higher bands we want as much S/N on the 
phase as possible. i.e. get solutions from as many antennas as possible, but 
then restrict antennas used in flux scaling to highest S/N cases. Also very 
useful to be able to have fluxscale itself reject antennas based on S/N 
criteria. An alternative would be to have easy ways to flag the full caltable 
before input to fluxscale, but this must be easy and obvious to use (and 
selection in fluxscale is probably simpler for users). Would need a S/N 
criteria for flagging. 
 

• 1.5.5 fluxscale should produce its own incremental output caltable rather than rescaling 
the input table (more portability and flexibility). 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/med ALMA=high/high 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R1.7.5> (EVLA=high, ALMA=high) Done in 4.0. 
<4.1>  Assume done in 4.0 (needs testing) 



 
• 1.5.6 Need more streamlined method for dealing with heavily resolved calibrators 

(NEED more info from JAO to understand concerns). Current process to deal with 
heavily resolved calibrators is deemed unwieldy (too many steps). 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=low/med ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R1.7.6> (EVLA=low, ALMA=high) Not done  
<4.1> (EVLA=low, ALMA=med) Will need additional action if other 
suggested improvements don’t also make this simpler. 
 

 
   Mitigation: Users will have to guesstimate from fluxscale output or from plotms plotting.  
Might be able to cobble Python extraction but would be best to get this in asap.  ALMA will 
probably need this most due to weakness of calibrators.  Currently also have to grep logger 
output to use flux info. 
 
 
1.6 Calibration Model Improvements 
 
   Improvements to specification and use of source models and images in calibration tasks, 
including: 
 

• 1.6.1 Implementation of disk with limb darkening and ellipticity in setjy for solar 
system objects (predicated on input from ALMA project as to how this should be done). 
Getting planets and moons up to date with best current models priority. Someone needs 
to officially take over Rob’s work. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/low ALMA=high/high 
 
<3.4> not that I know of 
<4.0-R1.8.3> (EVLA=med, ALMA=high) Major work done in 4.0, needs 
testing. 
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=high) Mostly done in 4.0, ongoing maintenance 
and improvements will be needed. Ellipticity is in. Limb-darkening not in. 
 

• 1.6.2  Robust storage of models with or in MS (e.g. SOURCE table or other) 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> models stored in header of MS (is this good enough?) 
<4.0-R1.8.4> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Current implementation is 
probably ok 
<4.1> Assume target done in 4.0 (improve as needed) 
 

• 1.6.3 Method to extract/transfer model from within MS 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 



<3.4> not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R1.8.5> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) can set and delete models only 
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) full system of model manipulation missing 

 
• 1.6.4 Method to set polarization fraction and Position Angle as a function of frequency. 

Particularly for EVLA wideband low-frequency data, the PA. can vary significantly 
over a spectral window. Need to be able to set it as function of frequency analogous to 
flux. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=low/low 
 
<3.4> not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R1.8.6> (EVLA=med, ALMA=low) Not done. Some workarounds 
possible in python. 
<4.1> (EVLA=high, ALMA=low) Need setjy (or setpol)  implementation. 
 

• 1.6.5 Ability to query observatory calibrator database, or at least initially input text file 
with such values and have Setjy pick nearest in time, or interpolate, extrapolate in 
frequency 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=low/med ALMA=high/high 
 
<3.4> not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R1.8.7> (EVLA=low, ALMA=med) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=low, ALMA=high) Need ability to utilize the calibrator 
monitoring database of ALMA and EVLA. Need to get this going with JAO 
– it is urgently needed for ALMA. 
 

• 1.6.6 Ability for setjy to use a limited radius for rescaling of flux in model based on flux 
scale. Important for low frequencies where there are other sources in model image. 
AIPS does this, replicate this functionality. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=low/low 
 
<4.0> Not in 4.0 planning 
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=low) Probably necessary for use of model 
images <1 GHz. 
 

• 1.6.7 Ability for setjy (and clean as input) to use combination of component lists and 
image(s), including spectral index information (e.g. full multi-term model over wide 
range of frequency). Clearly needed for EVLA low-frequency, but might be useful for 
ALMA when using models of resolved calibrators. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<4.0> Not in 4.0 planning 
<4.1> (EVLA=high, ALMA=low) More important than 1.6.6. 

 
 



   Mitigation: latest improvements to setjy have helped alot, and might be able to get by with 
current implementation for a while more 
 
1.7 Multi-MS handling 
 
   Throughout calibration and imaging tasks, need the ability to properly handle multi-MS 
inputs.  Current stopgap is use of concat and this should first be made to work correctly. Note 
that there is currently some confusion between “MMS” (the HPC implementation) and the input 
of multiple MSes (as a list) to tasks.  Ultimately we need support for both and clear guidance 
when to prefer one approach to another. 
 

• 1.7.1 Concat - order optimization for imaging possible (toggle?). Is there a more 
efficient sort order to provide for clean? 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> not available 
<4.0-R1.9.2> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Not clear how important this is yet 
 

• 1.7.2 All tasks - should take multiple-MS (MMS) input 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> concat now has createmms option to create multiple MS'es, but not 
all tasks take these 
<4.0-R1.9.3> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Many mMS improvements (virtual 
concat). 
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=high) All tasks can take MMS now. Next focus 
on tasks that can't efficiently use MMS. 

 
• 1.7.3 Filler to produce multi-MS output. Critical for pipeline. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> concat now has createmms option to create multiple MS'es, but not 
all tasks take these 
<4.0-R1.9.3> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Many mMS improvements (virtual 
concat). 
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=high) All tasks can take MMS now. Next focus 
on tasks that can't efficiently use MMS. 
 

 
 
1.8 Polarization Calibration Issues for Linear Feeds 
 
   Improvements needed to deal with polarization, including linearly polarized feeds on ALMA 
and EVLA low-bands. Includes documentation of best practices for observation and reduction. 
 



• 1.8.1 polcal (or linpolcal) correct handling of (nearly) linear polarized feed systems. All 
ALMA feeds linear and will be getting new EVLA low-band systems in 2012. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/low ALMA=high/med 
 
<3.4> not yet entirely 
<4.0-R1.10.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=high) some progress made, needs lots 
more testing 
<4.1> (EVLA=high, ALMA=high) Polarization not offered for ALMA Cycle 
1, but expect tests to ramp up again with science demonstration to be 
carried out over next year. Needs to include feed orientation determination. 
 

• 1.8.2 Documentation of best practices for polarization experiments (with proper pol 
calibration observations) (was 1.C.1 in 3.4 planning) 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/low ALMA=med/low 
 
<3.4> not yet 
<4.0-R1.10.2> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Need good user documentation 
 

• 1.8.3 Documentation of best practices for first-order calibration in case of polarized 
calibrators, but Stokes I only imaging (was 1.C.2 in 3.4 planning) 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/low ALMA=med/low 
 
<3.4> not yet 
<4.0-R1.10.3> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=high) Need good user documentation 

 
   Mitigation: None. 
 
	  
1.9 Pre-calibration: Atmospheric , Antenna Gaincurve, Antenna Position Corrections 
 
   Handling of atmospheric opacity (zenith optical depth plus airmass) and antenna gain-
elevation curves in CASA calibration. 
 

• 1.9.1 Incorporate plotweather and ATM (atmospheric transmission) type functionality 
into plotms 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R1.11.2> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Not done. Some equivalents in 
analysis_utils.  
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Would be nice 
 

• 1.9.2 Produce (frequency and time-dependent) opacity caltable in gencal (or new task) 
to correct antenna gains.  For ALMA this means possible recalculation of whats in the 



Tsys caltable (possibly using a better ATM model for temperature), for EVLA this 
means a “tau” table.  For EVLA this eventually might incorporate tip-curve capability. 
This is the right approach long-term. EVLA needs a better model and ALMA may need 
this to use a more sophisticated ATM model. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=low/high 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R1.11.3> (EVLA=med, ALMA=none) Option ‘opac’ now in gencal. 
Needs testing. No time dependence? Needs documentation. 
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=none) Will likely need significant 
improvements and ongoing testing. 
 

• 1.9.3 Antenna gaincurves (including efficiency terms) should be in a caltable produced 
by gencal (or new task). Current gaincurve parameter ok for now, but long-term should 
use caltable approach so it can be handled like other calibrations. ALMA probably 
won’t have these available for a while. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=low/med 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R1.11.4> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Options 'gc' and ‘gceff’ available 
in gencal. Needs testing. Needs documentation. 
<4.1> Assume done for EVLA in 4.0 pending release testing results. Will 
require ongoing maintenance and possibly improvements. Will need to be 
implemented for ALMA when gain-elevation tables are available 
 

• 1.9.4 Automated way (like VLANT) to get antenna position corrections from the 
EVLA/ALMA databases 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Bryan Butler has a prototype for EVLA, should work in our code. 
<4.0-R1.11.5> (EVLA=high,ALMA=med) EVLA version works in 3.4 and 
4.0. 
<4.1> (EVLA=low,ALMA=med) There is an “insiders” python script 
workaround for ALMA but you have to have the correct file in your path. 
Creation of proper ALMA database that could be queried under 
exploration. 

    
• 1.9.5 Automated way to get gaincurves from the EVLA/ALMA databases 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<4.0> Not in 4.0 planning 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=low) Should do the VLAANT style scheme for 
gaincurves also. 

    
 
Mitigation: Continue to do this manually for ALMA data. 



 
1.10 Advanced Calibration Options 
 
   More advanced or specialty features for calibration and self-calibration. These are likely 
integrated with imaging but included here under calibration. 
 

• 1.10.1 Pointing (self)-calibration 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/low ALMA=low/low 
 
<3.4> not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R1.12.1> (EVLA=low, ALMA=low) Not done, R&D ongoing. 
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=low) Will become more important for high 
dynamic range VLA data (e.g. 3-bit and low frequencies). 
 

• 1.10.2 Ionospheric phase correction (TECOR)  
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/low ALMA=none/none 
 
<3.4-R1.A> not yet 
<4.0-R1.12.2> (EVLA=med,ALMA=none) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=none) Prototype in Python first? Use AIPS 
approach or reimplementation. Might be a good summer student project. 
 

• 1.10.3 Ionospheric (refraction) calibration  
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/low ALMA=none/none 
 
<3.4> not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R1.12.3> (EVLA=low, ALMA=none) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=low, ALMA=none) Needs significant R&D first as Zernicke 
approach is probably not good enough. Some work by Huib Intema to port 
and refine his SPAM approach started. 
 

• 1.10.4 Autoboxing. Needed for pipeline(s). 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R1.12.4> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Options explored with and 
seemingly accepted by ARDG but no visible progress. 
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Will need this once pipelines get into 
more routine operation. 
 

 
   Mitigation: do without and be limited in dynamic range and fidelity at some level 
 
 
 
--- 



Some notes on other items: 
 
1.D	  HPC	  and	  Parallelization	  
 
   Cluster (and multi-process) use needed for all calibration operations, particularly the most 
expensive (large cubes, MSMFS-widefield-mosaic). 
 
   Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med (grows with dataset size and array extent, and 
particularly for self-calibration of large datasets) 
 

<3.4> HPC effort ongoing, not tracking specific items here.  Assume all options will be 
available eventually. 
<4.0-R1.D> (EVLA=med, ALMA=low) Significant progress made, though options 
available in pclean are too limited. 
<4.1> (EVLA=high, ALMA=high) This is gaining in importance (though imaging is 
main bottleneck). 

 
   Mitigation: Wait a long time. Could be too long for A-config wideband widefield EVLA data, 
and ALMA FDM many-line cubes. 
 

2.0	  Imaging	  
2.1 Clean Task Improvements 
 
   The clean task has become unwieldy and needs to be cleaned up (and maybe refactored).  
This includes interactive and non-interactive aspects. This is best done now in a focused 
manner rather than spread out piecemeal across cycles.  Issues include: 
 

• 2.1.1 robust way to terminate clean (e.g. via an always-visible button in interactive 
mode and/or a command in non-interactive). 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R2.1.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=high) This is embarrassing but we’ve lived with 
it a long time. At the very least we need to have it not corrupt the data! 
 

• 2.1.2 ability to control more parameters in interactive clean (e.g. cyclefactor, multiscale 
params, gain, etc.) 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R2.1.2> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Not done. Await interface refactor. 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) This would be nice but not a show stopper. 
 



• 2.1.3 better control of breaking out of minor cycles triggering a new major cycle, 
currently done by the csclean cyclefactor (e.g. being able to just set to a fixed value, or a 
min and max minor cycles per major cycle). This problem was once thought limited to 
data with poor psf – can be triggered with very good psfs too. Part of clean interface re-
implementation. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R2.1.3> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) Not done  
<4.1> (EVLA=high, ALMA=high) Needs attention this cycle. 
  

• 2.1.4 interactive cube support including copying of mask from one channel to next and 
setting of global vs. local mask (without loss of global) 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R2.1.4> (EVLA=med, ALMA=high) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=high) Better interactive mask handling is 
needed 
 

• 2.1.5 full support for multi-MS cleaning including individual MS control of overall 
weight scaling, spw selection, etc. Either put flexible interface in clean or provide task 
to construct a mMS that could be used for this in clean. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R2.1.5> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Virtual concat with control of 
relative weights goes part-way. Still probably need individual control of 
clean parameters for pieces of multiple-MS 
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) needs work 
 

• 2.1.6 better defaults (e.g. imagermode='csclean' with better cyclefactor for non-
interactive clean). Do this after interface re-implementation. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> csclean will be made default after freeze 
<4.0-R2.1.6> ongoing default choice optimization 
<4.1> ongoing default choice optimization 
 

• 2.1.7 outlier fields must work for all modes/imagermodes/mfs nterms (critical to get this 
for mfs, nterms>1, mosaic, and widefield) 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/high, ALMA high/med 
 
<3.4> Work done on outlier fields but not clear what modes imagermodes 
now work 



<4.0-R2.1.7> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) not sure of status, many reports 
that they do not work well.  
<4.1> (EVLA=crit, ALMA=high) Needs to be worked on after clean 
refactoring. In particular bright sources in one field leaking into another 
are not handled correctly. Might be done by doing the fields in the right 
order and doing a major cycle between each. 
 

• 2.1.8 reconcile the use of pbcor based mask. Should not require pbcor=True to use 
"pbcor based" mask. Should obey choice of flatnoise=True in mosaicing. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Not worked on 
<4.0-R2.1.8> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=high, ALMA=high) Need consistent use 
 

• 2.1.9 unification of algorithms/code underneath as needed for above 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R2.1.11> (EVLA=crit,ALMA=high) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=crit, ALMA=crit) The key part of the refactor 
 

• 2.1.10 inline and online documentation must be correct and complete 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/high ALMA=high/high 
 
<3.4> Should try to clean up after freeze 
<4.0-R2.1.12> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) No significant improvements 
<4.1> (EVLA=high, ALMA=high) Ongoing as changes get made 
 

• 2.1.11 interactive clean viewer settings (e.g. colormap) should be preserved between 
interactive cycles. Also in general the interactive viewer should be congruent with the 
image viewer. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Not fully 
<4.0-R2.1.13> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) This is a real annoyance and should get 
fixed. Note that the interactive viewer and real viewer is now highly 
diverged and this is getting worse. 
 

• 2.1.12 MS+MFS must work for all mosaic / widefield  / A-projection modes 
(IMPORTANT) 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/med ALMA=high/med 
 
<3.4> Not yet (CRITICAL) 
<4.0-R2.1.14> (EVLA=crit,ALMA=high) Awaiting refactoring.  



<4.1> (EVLA=crit,ALMA=high) Blocking some projects. 
 

• 2.1.13 optimal baseline-dependent averaging/gridding on-the-fly (Frazer). Should 
provide good speedup in many cases. Could also make as separate task that is then input 
to clean. See AIPS/OBIT for example implementation. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Not started 
<4.0-R2.1.15> (EVLA=high,ALMA=low) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=low) Needs attention with A-config data and 
new 3-bit modes. 
 

• 2.1.14 correct per-channel restored images (with scaled restoring beam and ability to re-
convolve cubes later to single “resolution”) (Frazer). Needed for wideband cubes to 
have correct units. Image analysis tasks will need to handle this mode. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/med ALMA=high/high 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R2.1.16> (EVLA=high,ALMA=med) Implemented in 4.0 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=med) Assume done in 4.0 pending testing 
results. 
 

• 2.1.15 correct MFS primary beam (for all terms), or at least approximation as first step.  
Needed for widefield MFS (incl. mosaics) to work correctly. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Not started 
<4.0-R2.1.17> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) stopgap implementation as 
widebandpbcor (this currently requires some weight inputs that users have 
no prescription to determine). Accuracy unverified. 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) Needs full implementation. 
 

• 2.1.16 Reconciliation and improvement of clean logger output. Now semi-random 
between imagermodes. Worst for cubes: need number of cumulative iterations and flux 
per channel reported. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/high ALMA=high/high 
 
 
<3.4> Not started 
<4.0-R2.1.18> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) Not done  
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) Waiting on overall refactor. Urgently 
needed. 
 

• 2.1.17 Improved performance for cube cleaning. Linked to lack of understanding of 
what is going on from logger output 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/high ALMA=high/high 



 
<3.4> Not started 
<4.0-R2.1.19> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) Not done. 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) Needs attention. 
 

• 2.1.18 Useful if heuristics could be used to predict clean processing duration 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=low/med ALMA=low/med 

 
<4.0> Not requested 
<4.1> (EVLA=low,ALMA=low) Would be nice to know if what you've set up 
will take 2 hours or 2 days.  

 
• 2.1.19 Option for on-the-fly application of Hanning smoothing before gridding 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=low/med ALMA=low/med 
 

<4.0> Not requested 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Should not have to make separate datasets 
to try this. Already in list for refactoring. 

 
   Mitigation: bugs aside, current clean is somewhat workable but confusing when multiple 
modes are attempted (e.g. users at EVLA workshop were able to muddle through with tutorial 
guidance) but should be much much better.  Have to do this sometime and this is probably time 
before more users (paricularly ALMA) get exposed. 
 
 
2.2 Clean control of weights and scaling 
 
   Allow a (per input MS) control of relative weights, including: 
 

• 2.2.1 weight multiplication by (specified) constant [med] 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R2.2.1> EVLA=low,ALMA=low) Can do in concat now 
<4.1> EVLA=low,ALMA=low) Provide as option for mMS input (see 2.1.5). 
 

• 2.2.2 weight functional rescaling  wt^n (e.g. wt^2, wt^4, wt^0.5, wt^0.25) [low] on-the-
fly in clean. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R2.2.2> (EVLA=med,ALMA=low) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=low) Maybe cases where this is important, can 
do in Python 
 

• 2.2.3 relative scaling of amplitudes in clean (take care of mis-scalings) 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=low/low ALMA=low/low 



 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R2.2.3> (EVLA=low,ALMA=low) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=low,ALMA=low) Maybe cases where this is important, can 
do in Python or gencal 

 
   NOTE: useful when combining multi-configuration data or inclusion of single-dish data 
 
   Mitigation: Manual adjustment of weights in MS using Python and the table tool. 
  
 
2.3 Feathering and Single-Dish Use with Interferometer Data 
 
   Improvements in the feathering of images together (after clean, NOT joint deconvolution).  
Includes: 
 

• 2.3.1 uv-plane Visualization for relative weighting control done internally between 
Fourier transforms of input images (e.g. intereferometer vs. SD data) 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/low ALMA=high/med 
 
<3.4> Not done 
<4.0-R2.3.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=high) Some features available, needs 
more work 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=high) Need further improvements, but only 
after some guided testing to determine path forward. Might need to be a 
patch for Cycle 1 reduction. 
 

• 2.3.2 Knob to adjust relative weighting of input images (scale factor per image) 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/low ALMA=high/med 
 
<3.4> Some features available in 3.4? 
<4.0-R2.3.2> (EVLA=med,ALMA=high) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=high) Pretty basic, probably part of 2.3.1 
solution 
 

• 2.3.3 Documentation of best practices for obvious use cases (GBT+EVLA,ALMA) 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/low ALMA=high/med 
 

<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R2.3.3> (EVLA=med,ALMA=high) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=high) Need good documentation no matter what 
(RSRO?) 

 
   Mitigation: Manual adjustment of values in images using Python and the table tool (including 
use of FFT). 
 



   NOTE: ALMA needs more experience with ALMA+SD(+ACA?) data, but priority is getting 
higher with time. There seem to only be a few cases for EVLA+GBT so far, should have RSRO 
pave the way for testing and documentation rather than burdening the CASA project. 
 
2.4 Voltage Pattern Control and Management 
 
   Improvements in the specification and accuracy of ALMA and EVLA voltage patterns used 
in clean. Part of the clean refactoring. 
 

• 2.4.1 Inclusion of latest ALMA,EVLA beam models (e.g. from holography) 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/low ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Some models for ALMA beams made but not yet available 
<4.0-R2.4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Nothing new 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Keep these up to date 
 

• 2.4.2 Online repository (maintained by projects) of beams 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/low ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Some mechanisms for OBS database updates are possible 
<4.0-R2.4.2> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Nothing new 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Keep these up to date 
 

• 2.4.3 Optimal definition (and use of) voltage patterns from beam info. Will be important 
for direction-dependent calibration and optimal high-DR mosaicing. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/low ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R2.4.3> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Will be needed for ALMA. 
 

• 2.4.4 Clear control mechanisms in clean to choose or import beams/voltage patterns . 
Important for testing and development of advanced algorithms (developers at least need 
a mechanism for this). Dirk has done considerable work to the vpmanager and 
alternative ALMA PB models, but the necessary links to use/test these new options in 
imaging are not there yet and are required before end of 4.0. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/low ALMA=high/med 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R2.4.4> (EVLA=med, ALMA=high) Not done.  
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=high) This is getting urgent as we have many 
mosaics in Cycle 0.  From ALMA perspective need something easier to use 
for testing options. Not anticipated as user functionality long-term. 

 



   NOTE: The antenna voltage pattern is nominally the Fourier transform of the antenna primary 
beam pattern (e.g. as determined from holography) but in practice simply FT-ing one to the 
other causes errors due to noise etc. Some care is needed. 
 
   Mitigation: Asking for help from developers at last minute. 
 
2.5 Other Imaging Capabilities and Support 
 
   Auxiliary tasks helpful for imaging and self-cal. 
 

• 2.5.1 Compatibility of ft task with new clean and setjy model use. The intent is that ft be 
the equivalent of a clean niter=0 update but without having to make all the extra images 
etc.  

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
s 
<4.0> Not in 4.0, but ft is way out of date and should be used with caution. 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) If not done, remove ft? 

 
--- 
Some notes on other items: 
 
2.A Documentation for best practices for imaging (ALMA and EVLA) 
	  
Need current and concise inline and online documentation, including examples, for key modes, 
including: 
 

• 2.A.1 For basic continuum and line modes (ALMA, EVLA) 
• 2.A.2 For polarimetry (ALMA, EVLA) 
• 2.A.3 For mosaicing (ALMA, EVLA) 
• 2.A.4 For wideband imaging (ALMA, EVLA) 
• 2.A.5 For ultra-widefield imaging (EVLA) 
• 2.A.6 For multi-scale imaging (ALMA, EVLA) 

 
    Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 

<3.4> only in casaguides tutorials now 
<4.0-R2.A> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) some casaguide updating 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) Documentation and guides need to be kept up to 
date 

 
Mitigation: Spamming the helpdesk.   
 
Will need input from Kumar/Sanjay/Urvashi for more advanced modes, but will likely be 
written by ASC, NAASC or ESO,NAOJ,JAO staff. 
 
2.B Integration with Single Dish (ALMA and EVLA+GBT) 
 



Experimentation with SD Joint Deconvolution and developer effort for associated upgrades. 
 

 Sev/Exp: EVLA=low/low ALMA=med/med (when available for testing) 
 
 <3.4> Feather is still the only option 
 <4.0-R2.B> (EVLA=low,ALMA=med) still only feathering 
 <4.1> (EVLA=low,ALMA=med) Needs further development (ARDG?) 
 
 Mitigation: Feather is the only current option 
    
2.C	  HPC	  and	  Parallelization	  
 
Cluster (and multi-process) use needed for all imaging operations, particularly the most 
expensive (large cubes, MSMFS-widefield-mosaic). 
 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/med ALMA=high/med (grows with dataset size and array extent) 
 

<3.4> HPC effort ongoing, not tracking specific items here.  Assume all options will be 
available eventually. 
<4.0-R2.C> (EVLA=high,ALMA=med) ongoing. No MS-MFS in pclean yet. 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=med) End-user and pipeline access to HPC capabilities 
growing in importance particularly with EVLA A-config. 

 
Mitigation: Wait a long time. 
 

3.0	  Flagging,	  Data	  Handling	  
3.1 Autoflagging and General Flagging Improvements 
 
Improved options e.g.  
 

• 3.1.1 Implementation of AIPS RFLAG capability 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> rflag option now available for testing, does a pretty good job of 
replicating AIPS RFLAG 
<4.0-R3.1.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=med) testing ongoing 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Improvements and testing ongoing 
 

• 3.1.2 Ability to flag in frequency based on known birdies, RFI, emission/absorption 
toward calibrators (i.e. internal frequency to channel mapping) 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R3.1.2> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Not done 



<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Should get plan sketch in place (ARDG? 
Other?) 
 

• 3.1.3 Documentation (with examples) of use of these new features and best practices is 
needed 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/low 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R3.1.3> (EVLA=high,ALMA=low) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=low) Needed if we make available to users 
 

• 3.1.4 Flag management improvements, including on-the-fly application (in calibration, 
plotting, imaging) of FLAG_CMD table and/or flagversions. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R3.1.4> (EVLA=low,ALMA=low) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=low,ALMA=low) Major changes (e.g. full OTF flag use) will 
require planning 

 
   NOTE: Will require lots of iterations with users.  Might be other useful algorithms e.g. for 
ALMA (finding non-RFI issues). Need experimentation of autoflagging with ALMA data. 
Needed for pipelines. 
 
   Mitigation: currently if (test)autoflag doesn't work for you, you edit by hand.  Currently 
means throwing out more data than necessary (particularly at L-band) or very laborious editing. 
 
3.2 Shadowed Antenna Flagging Improvements 
 

• 3.2.1 Methodology for shadow flagging for antennas not present in observation (i.e. 
antennas being commissioned or out of service) 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=low/med ALMA=low/med? 
 
<3.4> Implemented through (text) auxiliary file 
<4.0-R3.2.1> (none) Assumed done in 3.4 and ok for use, but I know of no 
examples of actual use. 
<4.1> (none) Assume ongoing observatory support for repository. ALMA 
repository not available yet. Probably something will happen here as 
ALMA (and EVLA with subarrays) progresses. 
 

• 3.2.2 Writing of shadowing determined flags to FLAG_CMD (as antenna-time flags). 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=low/med ALMA=low/med? 
 
<3.4> Not implemented 
<4.0-R3.2.2> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Not done 



<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) This would be a better implementation 
and could enable better pipeline diagnostics 

 
   NOTE: Probably will require non-used antennas to be in Antenna.xml or use of an input 
external Antenna.xml style file (provided online or via some distribution mechanism and 
maintained by operations). 
 
   Mitigation: Use as-is. CASA only knows about antennas in ANTENNA table. Shadow 
flagging is done by call to flagger, no ability to manipulate individual flags (e.g. in 
FLAG_CMD table). 
 
3.3. Split 
 
   Improve split. 
 

• 3.3.1 Proper propagation of weights from either WEIGHT or SIGMA columns (e.g. 
based on datacolumn, see CAS-3430). 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/med ALMA=high/high 
 
<3.4> CAS-3430 but I have no idea what was actually done 
<4.0-R3.3.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) No progress 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) need to make weights per-channel (rather 
than per spw) and implement WEIGHT_SPECTRUM. Note that when 
changes due to 1.1.1 are done this becomes critical in order to be consistent. 
 

• 3.3.2 Compatible/congruent with partition when equivalent 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Unknown 
<4.0-R3.3.2> (EVLA=high,ALMA=med) Unknown 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=med) Just be sure when split is refactored 
 

• 3.3.3 Incorporate Hanning smoothing (and possible output decimation) into split (or full 
split capability including averaging and decimation into hanningsmooth). Needed for 
RFI. Some refactoring/improvement needed so users don’t have to bounce datasets too 
many times. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R3.3.3> (EVLA=high,ALMA=low) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=low) Needed in pipeline. 

 
• 3.3.4 Ability to split up spectral windows (e.g. for EVLA low-frequency) or combine 

(e.g. like ALMA does outside CASA). This is just a simple reshaping by channel, is not 
cvel. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=low/low 



 
<4.0> Not in 4.0 planning 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=low) Useful for low frequency EVLA data. 

 
   Mitigation: In current form will have to be very careful with weight propagation. 
 
   Note: Jeff says: When the data is split if you copy the correctedData to Data it should put 
1/sqrt(weight) into the SIGMA column of the new MS.  Dealing with Weight_Spectrum was 
deferred to a systemwide effort. 
 
3.4 Planetary Observations 
 
Both ALMA and EVLA need to support planetary (solar, moving object) observations in a 
reasonable manner.  This includes: 
 

• 3.4.1 Ability to construct models (e.g. for setjy) including size/distance compensation 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Available but has bugs. Trying to fix. 
<4.0-R3.4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=high) Assume (mostly) done in 4.0 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=high) Will need improvements (in particular on 
speed for Titan and asteroid models). 
 

• 3.4.2 Ability to fill/handle data using ephemeris to follow source as single target “field” 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Almost there? 
<4.0-R3.4.2> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) No known progress. 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) Blocking some projects. Urgent for 
ALMA. Dirk working on work-around in lieu of ephemeris table being 
ready. 
 

Mitigation: lots of painful workarounds, if even possible. 
 
3.5 Reweighting of Data 
 
The ability to re-calculate the (per channel per spw) weights of visibilities based on statistics 
(e.g. AIPS REWAY). 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/low ALMA=low/low 
 
<3.4> Now available as statwt. Needs testing and likely will need enhancements. 
<4.0-R3.5> (EVLA=med,ALMA=low) Testing showed deficiencies in current 
implementation 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=low) Will be needed to deal with problem spw using switched 
power. More important now with 3-bit. Developer should first replicate functionality of 
AIPS REWAY. 
 



Mitigation: use AIPS REWAY. 
 
3.6 UV-plane Continuum Subtraction 
 
The ability to carry out uv-plane continuum subtraction (using uvcontsub). 
 

• 3.6.1 Scratch column handling, should not require them, or change them if they exist 
(unless option exists and is requested by user). 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/med ALMA=high/high 
 
<3.4> Not fully compliant. 
<4.0-R3.6.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) uvcontsub2 now uvcontsub 
<4.1> Not clear where this stands, probably needs work. 
 

• 3.6.2  Robustness improvements. Seems very sensitive to outliers for fit orders >0. The 
way it stacks or interpolates into spw w/o line-fee channels is unclear, may need better 
controls. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/med ALMA=high/high 
 
<3.4> Seems to not work well 
<4.0-R3.6.2> (EVLA=high, ALMA=high) No known/documented issues so 
far 
<4.1> (EVLA=high, ALMA=high) Improvements as needed 
 

• 3.6.3 Automated line-free channel selection. Ability to automatically detect regions 
without significant line emission for continuum subtraction. NOTE: not automated line 
finding. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=high/high 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R3.6.3> (EVLA=med, ALMA=high)  Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=high)  Will be helpful in pipeline. 
 
 

• 3.6.4 Documentation and best practices 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/med ALMA=high/high 
 
<3.4> The use of uvcontsub is arcane 
<4.0-R3.6.4> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) No significant improvement 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) Needs to be fully documented 

 
 

• 3.6.5 Ability to select on Either line-free or line-full regions (i.e. anti-selection) 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Not requested 



<4.0-R3.6.4> Not Requested 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Useful to add if uvcontsub is to be re-
factored. i.e. ability to exclude known lines, rather than include line-free 
regions. Also need to be able to select by frequency/velocity. An often 
requested feature, would be beneficial. 

 
 
Mitigation: use it as-is 
 

4.0	  Visualization	  &	  Data	  Analysis	  
 
4.1 Plotms 
 

• 4.1.1 General ability to do multi-panel (including amp/phase, re/im in one pass), 
overplotting 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R4.1.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=crit) Need this basic capability. Key for ALMA 
QA. 
 

• 4.1.2 Color Legend in plotms (settable) 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R4.1.2> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) Need this basic capability 
 

• 4.1.3 ASCII dump from plotms 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Workaround is Locate (needs to have 1000pt limit removed) then 
grep log 
<4.0-R4.1.3> (EVLA=med,ALMA=high) implemented in 4.0 
<4.1> Assume done in 4.0 
 

• 4.1.4 Scriptable symbol size AND default to larger size when #pts < 1000. 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R4.1.4> (EVLA=med,ALMA=high) trial implementation in 4.0 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=high) needs robustness improvement 
 



• 4.1.5 Ability to join data with lines 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R4.1.5> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Would be nice 
 

• 4.1.6 Ability to overplot ATM transmission in plotms (for identification of atmospheric 
transmission lines etc). ATM already in package and accessible from the toolkit. This is 
urgent for id of atm lines in ALMA bandpass. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R4.1.6> (EVLA=low,ALMA=high) Only in AnalysisUtils now 
<4.1> (EVLA=low,ALMA=high) Put in plotms 
  

• 4.1.7 Ability to overplot spectral lines from slsearch in plotms  
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R4.1.7> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Would be nice 

 
  

• 4.1.8 Ability to import and overplot user created ASCII files 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=low/low ALMA=low/low 
 
<3.4> Not in planning 
<4.0-R4.1.7> Not in planning 
<4.1> (EVLA=low,ALMA=low) Would be nice for example to overplot user 
created uv-model that has been dumped to ASCII. EU request. Might be 
possible for a specified format (e.g. X,Y with no units checking). 

 
   Mitigation: get by with plotms as-is, may have to devise matplotlib workarounds for some 
things if no progress soon. 
 
 
4.2 Image visualization 
 

• 4.2.1 Improved pub quality channel map capability (get rid of extraneous space and axes 
labels.  

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Not yet? 
<4.0-R4.2.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Need specific guidance to developers 



 
• 4.2.2 General improvements to spectral plotter 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/med ALMA=high/high 
 
<3.4> Some advances by EU group have been made, needs testing 
<4.0-R4.2.2> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) some improvements by Susan L. 
Yay! 

4.2.2.1 Ability to explicitly set the position that the spectrum is 
drawn from in either RA/Dec or pixel coordinates.  
4.2.2.2 A vertical line that follows the movie axis as its played in the 
main panel 
4.2.2.3 Show two spectral axes at once, one on top of spectrum and 
one on bottom. i.e. show velocity on bottom axis and channel number 
or frequency on the top 
4.2.2.5 Ability to view spectra as histogram rather than connected 
lines 
4.2.2.6 On-the-fly moment map creation 
4.2.2.7 Basic capability to search for line ids and overlay position  

 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) Status of these needs tracking. 

4.2.2.8 Ability to explicitly use restfrequency that can be set from the 
display panel – current spectral plotter doesn’t use this, only what is 
in the header of the image 
4.2.2.9 Make OTF moments faster 
4.2.2.10 Go further with line ids and interface with SPLAT 
 

• 4.2.3 Sync multiple cubes along velocity rather than channel axis. Need this for spectral 
line projects, requires on-the-fly regridding. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Punted as too confusing without real regridding 
<4.0-R4.2.3> (EVLA=med,ALMA=high) Status needs testing seems fragile 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=high) Probably needs work. Should state what 
is actually wanted before work is done. 
 

• 4.2.4 Improvements to main image panel. Make sure these are well-documented when 
implemented!!! 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 

<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R4.2.4> (EVLA=med,ALMA=high) some improvements 
 Decoupling of movie and blink axes, might need more work. 
            Reports basic stats when you open file, but not when launched from 
 command line. Useful to add # of channels. 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=high)  

4.2.4.1 Easy way to reset docking behavior for Mac and Linux 



4.2.4.2 Selection of data ranges and transform based on histogram of 
pixel values (al la ds9), transforms to include log, sqrt etc 
4.2.4.3 A selectable tool that pops up the currently registered and 
opened images. Ability to register/deregister from this pop-up. Also 
ability to reorder the stack of images through up and down arrows 
like Power point animation gui 
4.2.4.4 An easier way to set global data ranges than current imview 
implementation. 
4.2.4.5 In the movie axis label shown on the image, possibility to 
show channel number AND vel, freq, or wavelength (select from 
Movie axis label parameter) 
4.2.4.6 Ability to select channel range that the movie will loop over 

 
• 4.2.5 Position Velocity diagram construction. viewer to be able to cut through a cube in 

x, y, z displaying spectra and position-velocity diagram construction with the possibility 
to change position and angle why moving the cursor. Must be able to write out the pV 
diagram. Cursor in one panel should be visible in the other panel. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R4.2.5> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) Highest priority analysis development. 
This also needs to be task based, not just interactive. Need to be able to 
export to ASCII. 
 

• 4.2.6 Load partial cubes/Save single planes with zoom from Viewer 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=low/med ALMA=low/med 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R4.2.6> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med, ALMA=med)  

4.2.6.1 Load partial cubes 
4.2.6.2 Ability to save single planes, possibly with zoom as new image 
on disk. Need subim task first. 

 
• 4.2.7 Integrate specfit into viewer 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R4.2.7> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) Zeroth order implementation 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) High impact for users, needs to be made 
more capable with ability to set/test initial parameters and then launch 
batch mode to fit whole cube. Should be able to interface with non-
interactive fit (e.g. provide inputs). 
 

• 4.2.8 Integrate imfit into viewer 



Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R4.2.8> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) High impact for users 

 
• 4.2.9 Full viewer scriptability 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0> Not yet 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) High impact for users, but we recognize 
that there are infrastructure issues in current viewer app.  

 
• 4.2.10 Histogram plotting for region selected in viewer. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=high/high 
 
<4.0> Not in 4.0 planning 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=high) A basic capability expected by users. Also 
simple toggles for log, sqrt etc (i.e. functionality from DS9). 

 
• 4.2.11 Support for single spectra or cuts (as images) and ASCII that can be 

viewed/analyzed in spectral profile tool. We are worried that some of the products (like 
a P-V cut) will be non-standard objects that cannot be handled by our standard viewer 
after-the-fact (in some cases want to bypass the viewer part and use spectral viewer). 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<4.0> Not in 4.0 planning 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) A basic capability expected by users. Will 
require some thought. 

 
 
   Mitigation: get by with viewer as-is, or use other packages 
 
4.3 MS viewing 
 
Mostly need general improvements. But there are a few specific high-profile targets: 
 

• 4.3.1 Channel averaging 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=high/med 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R4.3.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Not done? 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Would be nice. Can’t be used for ALMA 
without it, but haven’t heard so many complaints recently hence medium 
priority. 



 
• 4.3.2 View and flag on Stokes quantities (IQUV) 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R4.3.2> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Would be nice 
 

• 4.3.3 On-the-fly Hanning smoothing (in display and analysis) 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R4.3.3> (EVLA=med,ALMA=low) Not done   
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=low) Would be nice 

 
 
4.4 Image Analysis 
 
Miscellaneous tasks (imstat, imval, imfit, immath, imsmooth). 
 

• 4.4.1 velocity regridding in analysis tools/tasks. (1) should include options of which 
axes to treat (e.g., position-only, spectral-only, or both). (2) should sensibly handle 
alignment of cubes to images, images to cubes, and ignore stokes when appropriate. 
This is important to allow easy application to multiwavelength comparisons. (3) should 
allow decimation (or potentially expansion) of data cubes to change the pixel scale but 
otherwise leave the image alone. E.g., regrid a (1024, 1024) image to a (512,512) image 
covering the same region, enlarging pixels by a factor of 2 (linear)/4 (area). This is 
primarily useful in conjunction with smoothing, when you have created a cube that is 
way too oversampled. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Partially implemented, but needs more work 
<4.0-R4.4.1>  (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Needs more work  
<4.1>  (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) needs work 
 

• 4.4.2 region/mask use in tools/tasks 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Dave reports needs more work 
<4.0-R4.4.2> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) new region format partially 
implemented 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) must be completed soon. Need to be able 
to convert between image mask and region. Need to be able to 
algorithmically generate masks. The makemask task needs work. Will 
require more definintive input on what we want. 
 



• 4.4.3 histogram plot/derivation/fitting in imstat. Some use for deep field imaging (and 
other cases). 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Not yet 
<4.0-R4.4.5> (EVLA=high,ALMA=med) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=med) a basic capability expected by users. needs 
input to developers 
 

• 4.4.4 rotation measure calculation in immath. Should work between (multiple) images 
and within the channels of an image cube. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=high/med ALMA=none/none 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R4.4.6> Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=low) Some basic facility needed, unless rely 
totally on AIPS. Now for ALMA band 3 galactic center. 
 

• 4.4.5 rotation measure fitting / synthesis (new task) 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=low/low 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R4.4.7> Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=low) Go into AIPS or other package for now, 
but getting increased proposal pressure to have more in CASA. Some need 
for ALMA at Band 3 in particular for GC etc. 
 

• 4.4.6 imsmooth improvements (CAS-3664). Need to make imsmooth fully capable for 
(re)convolution of cubes in spectral space including boxcar, hanning, Gaussian etc. Also 
needs to be able to accept an arbitrary kernel. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R4.4.8> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) Only in image-plane but now 
handles per-channel restoring beams. 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) Completely lacks options for smoothing 
in spectral direction: Hanning, boxcar, channel averaging. Could be 
separate task if desired specsmooth? 
 
 

• 4.4.7 Ability to set “channel” ranges in frequency or velocity space in im tasks – 
particularly immoments. Very useful for the many spectral line case, images are often 
analyzed in velocity space. Often requested feature. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 



<4.0-R4.4.9> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) Not Done 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) highly requested capability. 
 

• 4.4.8 Create simple task interface to make subimages of cubes. Currently this 
functionality somewhat hidden in immath. I guess call it imsubcube? A simple task that 
makes a subimage from a cube would be very useful. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=low/high ALMA=low/high 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R4.4.10> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) There is now an imsubimage task. 
Note that the inline help is peculiarly formatted and needs examples. 
<4.1> Assume done in 4.0 
 

• 4.4.9 The imval task needs the ability to “put” values (not just get). imval's use is 
currently limited to analyze-and-discard applications. It would be nice to be able to 
manipulate the image and put the result back in place. In particular, it would go a long 
way to help the "mask" functionality that appears to have been added in 3.4.0 (because 
you can easily manipulate your own mask arrays then shove them in to the image). 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=low/med ALMA=low/med 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R4.4.11> (EVLA=low,ALMA=med) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=high) Basic capability for users to do analysis in 
python. 
 
 

• 4.4.10 Specfit Voit profiles 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Not yet, work in progress 
<4.0-R4.4.14> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Does not appear to be available 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=low) Finish this up. Actually making this task 
have greater user friendliness and examples is far more important. 
 

• 4.4.11 imfit improvements, mainly in options and error determination. Should be guided 
by AIPS JMFIT and be tested versus this. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<4.0> Not in 4.0 planning 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=med) This needs to be finished up to make imfit 
what users expect. Needs guidance from users to developers. Output needs 
improvement. Tricky for multi-components that overlap. AIPS JMFIT 
seems to give more sensible results. 
 

• 4.4.12 Source finding/extraction (e.g. AIPS SAD) 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 



 
<4.0> Not in 4.0 planning 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) This would be a very useful capability. 
Might build upon autoboxing prototyping. Would depend upon 4.4.11 for 
capabilities. 
 

• 4.4.13 Position-velocity diagrams. A non-interactive version that is scriptable with a 
useable output (e.g. an array, hardcopy plot, new image). Ideally would use what is done 
inside the viewer. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 
<4.0> Not in 4.0 planning 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=high) A basic capability expected by users.  
 

• 4.4.14 Spectral index (SED) fitting in immath for a single cube. Currently only works on 
two images. Should fit multiple orders for SED determination. Should include the 
possibility of multiple cubes. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/med 
 
<4.0> Not in 4.0 planning 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=med) A basic capability expected by users. High 
quality spectral continuum cubes now prevalent in EVLA and ALMA and 
SED extraction is needed. 

 
• 4.4.15 The current imhead is awful. Needs to be refactored. Simply setting a new 

restfreq takes many minutes on typical ALMA dataset. 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<4.0> Not in 4.0 planning 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=high) A basic capability expected by users. 

 
Mitigation: get by, use other package, brew your own Python 
 

5.0	  System	  
5.1 Table Cache 
 
The current table cache system often retains copies of MS (and other tables) that have been 
deleted or modified (e.g. copied over) outside casapy.  Subsequent use (e.g. uvsub) or plotting 
(e.g. plotms) will silently show or work on the cached version and not the updated one (if 
extant).  The only way to deal with this usually to exit casapy and restart.  Users should not 
have to do this. 
 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/high ALMA=med/high 
 



<3.4> Could not reliably reproduce this problem so developers could not do anything 
about it. (Claire says plotcal does it when it doesn’t say its resetting at end.) 
<4.0-R5.1> Treat as a bug fix if we can get a reproducible case. 
<4.1> Still get reports of errors, but none reproducible. 

  
Mitigation: Users have to be aware to exit casapy if they need to replace or delete tables, and 
have to remember to do this. 
 
5.2 Contributed Tasks and Scripts 
 
CASA, EVLA, and ALMA jointly need to come up with a sensible and maintainable 
mechanism to support contributed tasks and scripts (possibly including C++ code or plug-ins). 
Options include: 
 

• 5.2.1 Centralized repository (or repositories) for (Python-level) contributed tasks, 
scripts, etc. including relevant documentation 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=low/med ALMA=low/med 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R5.2.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) No change 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Currently a hodgepodge of casaguides, 
AnalysisUtil, Juergen's user forum – this doesn't seem to have taken off at 
all. Is this good enough? 
 

• 5.2.2 Simple importmytask mechanism in casapy instead of buildmytasks and execfile 
or import 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=low/med ALMA=low/med 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R5.2.2> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) This would be very helpful to users 
 
 

• 5.2.3 Mechanism for contributed C++ code libraries and/or plug-in system 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=low/med ALMA=low/med 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R5.2.3> (EVLA=low,ALMA=med) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=low,ALMA=med) Probably more important for ALMA (e.g. 
WVR) 

 
   Mitigation: We just use casaguides and/or user webpages. And Todd’s AnalysisUtil. 
 
5.3 Documentation and History 
 



General improvements in our overall documentation, logging, and history.  This should be 
ongoing with improvements in every cycle. 
 

• 5.3.1 Toolkit online and inline documentation 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=low/med ALMA=low/med 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R5.3.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Need significant improvements 
soon (ia has started in 3.4, see CAS-3846) 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) progress continued in 4.0, see CAS-3846 
 

• 5.3.2 Task log output (needs to be cleaned up, with important messages logged by 
default and lower level ones produced at lower priority so they can be filtered) 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=low/med ALMA=low/med 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R5.3.2> (EVLA=low,ALMA=low) no significant progress 
<4.1> (EVLA=low,ALMA=low) Should go through task by task 
 

• 5.3.3 Task history improvements (tasks need to produce history info of uniform and 
useful quality) 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=low/med ALMA=low/med 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R5.3.3> (EVLA=low,ALMA=low) no significant progress 
<4.1> (EVLA=low,ALMA=low) Should start with cal and imaging tasks 
 

• 5.3.4 Listobs needs greater flexibility and improvement. An often requested 
improvement. Currently integration times are averages across spws, which for ALMA 
gives completely non-sense answers. Integration time should be given in the spectral 
setup table. An option to give a summary as a function of intent would be very useful. 
Specific ALMA request to have option for super verbose option to print timing for 
every integration not just every scan.  Also request to be able to turn off “source” listing 
as its not very useful unique information there. Current workaround is to use python 
functions (e.g. in the EVLA pipeline). 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/high 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R5.3.4> (EVLA=med,ALMA=high) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=high) Needs detailed list of features before 
coding. Should get this from the pipeline group(s) also. 
 
 

6.0	  Pipelines	  



6.1 General Pipeline 
 
Capabilities needed to run the EVLA and ALMA pipelines not covered under other categories. 
Includes: 
 

• 6.1.1 Efficient task/tool for determination of visibility statistics (visstat, ms.statistics 
need improvement), ideally using the engine under plotms (might also be built into 
plotms). Should allow multiple user-defined statistics to be returned with one pass 
through the MS. Also should allow on-the-fly (toggled) application of flags and/or 
calibration, and difference/ratio versus a model. Control of time/freq intervals.  

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/low ALMA=high/med 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R6.1.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=med) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) The only way to be sure is to look at the 
data after calibration. 
 

• 6.1.2 Computation of structure function of visibilities (e.g. for coherence-time 
calculation) 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/low ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R6.1.2> (EVLA=low,ALMA=low) Not done 
<4.1> (EVLA=low,ALMA=low) Might eventually be important but is this 
needed for initial pipeline version? Could this be Python-code? 
 

• 6.1.3 Task to compute the theoretical noise for calibrated/edited data including data 
weights. Return value that can be used in clean threshold parameter. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0-R6.1.3> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Not done. Requires real calibrated 
weights. 
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Would be very useful for Pipeline and 
users. Frequent user requested feature. 

 
 
• 6.1.4 Need the equivalent of Value Mapping used in ALMA AnalysisUtils 

 
<3.4> Not in 3.4 planning 
<4.0> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Not done.  
<4.1> (EVLA=med,ALMA=med) Would be very useful for Pipeline and 
users. Frequent user requested feature. Cannot add important functionality 
like plotbandpass without this being implmented. This item might belong 
somewhere else. Should be part of ms toolkit. 

 



• 6.1.5 Efficient task/tool for determination of calibration table statistics, e.g. number of 
flagged solutions and S/N. Should include ability to use this to flag the table and/or data. 

Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=high/med 
 
<4.0> Not in 4.0 planning 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=med) Currently only in Python. 
 

• 6.1.6 Ability to set solution interval from first unflagged data in scan. 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<4.0> Not in 4.0 planning 
<4.1> (EVLA=crit,ALMA=med) Ensures some level of determinism as scans 
include slews (slow for VLA). 
 

• 6.1.7 Selection of data and cal solutions by Elevation range. 
Sev/Exp: EVLA=med/med ALMA=med/med 
 
<4.0> Not in 4.0 planning 
<4.1> (EVLA=high,ALMA=med) Ideally available in selection all across 
package. 
 

 
 
 

 
   Mitigation: Use what we got or brew your own Python. 
	  


